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Abstract

The effect of target strength on the perforation of steel plates is studied. Three structural steels are considered: Weldox

460 E, Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E. The effects of strain hardening, strain rate hardening, temperature softening

and stress triaxiality on material strength and ductility are determined for these steel alloys by conducting three types of

tensile tests: quasi-static tests with smooth and notched specimens, quasi-static tests at elevated temperatures and

dynamic tests over a wide range of strain rates. The test data are used to determine material constants for the three

different steels in a slightly modified version of the Johnson–Cook constitutive equation and fracture criterion.

Using these three steel alloys, perforation tests are carried out on 12 mm-thick plates with blunt-, conical- and ogival-

nosed projectiles. A compressed gas gun was used to launch projectiles within the velocity range from 150 to 350 m/s.

The initial and residual velocities of the projectile were measured, while the perforation process was captured using a

digital high-speed camera system. Based on the test data the ballistic limit velocity was obtained for the three steels for

the different nose shapes. The experimental results indicate that for perforation with blunt projectiles the ballistic limit

velocity decreases for increasing strength, while the opposite trend is found in tests with conical and ogival projectiles.

The tests on Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E targets with conical-nosed projectiles resulted in shattering of the

projectile nose tip during penetration.

Finally, numerical simulations of some of the experimental tests are carried out using the non-linear finite element

code LS-DYNA. It is found that the numerical code is able to describe the physical mechanisms in the perforation

events with good accuracy. However, the experimental trend of a decrease in ballistic limit with an increase in target

strength for blunt projectiles is not obtained with the numerical models used in this study.
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Nomenclature

a initial radius of the tensile specimen’s cross-section
a; p parameters in the Recht–Ipson model
A; B; C; n; m parameters in the Johnson–Cook constitutive relation
Cp specific heat capacity
CRH calibre radius head, i.e. CRH=radius of the curvature/projectile diameter
dplfr plug diameter on the front side
dplre plug diameter on the rear side
dtfr target’s cavity diameter on the front side
dtre target’s cavity diameter on the rear side
DD projectile nose deformation, i.e. DD ¼ Df–Di

Di; Df projectile diameter; initial and final, respectively
D1;D2;D3;D4;D5 parameters in the Johnson–Cook fracture model
’e nominal strain rate
E Young’s modulus
Et tangent modulus
hpl plug length
hpls length of the plug’s shear zone
ht target thickness
htc cavity length
DK change in projectile kinetic energy, i.e. DK ¼ Ki–Kf

Ki; Kf projectile kinetic energy; initial and final, respectively
DL projectile length reduction, i.e. DL ¼ Li–Lf

Li; Lf projectile length; initial and final, respectively
mp projectile mass
mpl plug mass
R notch profile radius
t time
T temperature
Tm; Tr; T� melting, room and homologous temperature, respectively
vbl ballistic limit velocity
vi initial projectile velocity
vr residual projectile velocity
vrpl residual plug velocity
wmax maximum target deformation
wpl plug deformation, i.e. wplEhpl–hpls

W projectile and target work
a thermal expansion coefficient
w Taylor–Quinney empirical constant
eeq equivalent plastic strain
ef true failure strain
eu equivalent plastic strain at diffuse necking
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1. Introduction

Structural impact has been studied for a long time, and such problems have become
increasingly important for the industry. Depending on the application, the field covers an
extremely wide range of interests. Thus, it is almost impossible to give a full review on this topic
without restricting the field. Even by reducing the problem down to the resistance of metallic
materials to ballistic penetration, the problem is dependent on a number of parameters. The most
important parameters affecting the ballistic capacity of a target plate seem to be the projectile
(size, shape, density and hardness), the target plate (hardness/strength, ductility, microstructure
and thickness) and the actual impact conditions (such as impact velocity, angle of attack and
projectile attitude). This paper will mainly concentrate on the ballistic capacity of targets, where
the varying factors will be the target strength in relation to impact velocity and nose shape of the
projectile. Reviews on the research into the penetration and perforation of structures by free-
flying projectiles can be found in the journal papers by Backman and Goldsmith [1], Corbett et al.
[2] and Goldsmith [3], and in the books by Zukas et al. [4,5].

Literature relating the effect of plate hardness to ballistic performance of steels is limited.
Although most empirical models [1,2] indicate that there is a monotonic increase in capacity for
increasing target hardness, results from several studies show that this is not always the case.
Manganello and Abbott [6] studied perforation of homogenous armour steels impacted by ogival-
nosed projectiles. The results indicated that when the hardness of the plate increased, the ballistic
limit increased, but only up to a certain hardness level. Beyond this limit, when the failure is
dominated by adiabatic shear, the ballistic limit velocity decreased for increasing hardness.
However, for even higher hardness, where the projectile fractured during impact, the resistance to
perforation increased again with hardness. Furthermore, the study showed that the ballistic
behaviour was affected by the target composition, heat treatment, microstructure and processing
history. Wingrove and Wulf [7] carried out an investigation on how the penetration process was
affected by the microstructure and hardness of both the target and a flat-nosed projectile. Two
different microstructural conditions were used during the study on the target’s hardness; one
consisted of a homogenous martensitic microstructure, while the other consisted of martensite
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’e user-defined reference strain rate
’eeq equivalent plastic strain rate
’e�eq dimensionless strain rate
j oblique
n Poisson’s ratio
r density
s measured average true stress
s0 yield stress
seq equivalent stress or von Mises stress
s� stress triaxiality ratio
s�max maximum initial triaxiality ratio
sH hydrostatic stress
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and ferrite. For both set of targets there was an initial rise in critical velocity to a peak and then a
decrease at the higher hardness values. In addition, results for both sets showed that when the
target hardness was increased a corresponding decrease occurred in the width of the shear zone in
the target. This was accompanied by an increase in penetration resistance. Wingrove and Wulf
realised this contradictory observation, and explained that the increase in material strength must
have been sufficient to offset the shear zone size effect and thus require higher energy for shearing.
However, as the target hardness increased further and the shear band narrowed even more, the
penetration resistance decreased due to adiabatic conditions. The decrease in ballistic limit with
the increase of target strength was further discussed by Sangoy et al. [8] in connection with
production of new armour steels. Pereira and Lerch [9] studied the effect of heat treatment on the
ballistic impact properties of Inconel 718. Their experimental results strengthened the observed
behaviour in previous studies, the drop in ballistic limit for increasing target strength.
Furthermore, Anderson and Dannemann [10] performed impact experiments with lead-filled
bullets on 4.76 mm aluminium plates using two aluminium alloys (6061-T6 and 7075-T6). These
tests did not indicate a drop in capacity with strength, but showed that although the flow stress for
7075-T6 aluminium is approximately twice that for 6061-T6 aluminium, the ballistic limit
velocities differed only by 10%. More recently, Chen and Li [11] proposed an analytical model for
perforation of ductile circular plates struck by a blunt projectile. The ballistic limit drop due to
increase in target strength was discussed and seen in connection with the occurrence of adiabatic
shear banding. Although this phenomenon was not applied to the analytical model, the authors
discussed its importance in the perforation process.

During the last decade, non-linear finite element analysis has been adopted as a design tool in
the industry, and this has led to an increased demand for accurate, robust and efficient
computational models for the strength and ductility of materials under impact-loading conditions.
Keeping this in mind, this paper is divided into three major parts. First, a characterisation of the
materials used in the penetration tests will be presented. Problems related to impact-loading
conditions imply a stress–strain response affected by large strains, high strain rates, temperature
softening, varying stress states and loading history, which finally leads to failure. For design
purposes, it is of importance to model the mechanical response, where these effects are accounted
for. In this study, the constitutive relation and failure criterion of Johnson and Cook [12,13] are
adopted for this purpose. Material tests were performed to determine the material constants for
the chosen constitutive relation and fracture criterion. The second part consists of the
experimental work conducted on perforation of Weldox steel plates. Børvik [14] performed an
extensive experimental and numerical research programme on this topic. In these studies, three
main parameters were studied: the projectile impact velocity, the target thickness and the nose
shape of the projectile. However, mainly one material, Weldox 460 E, was considered. Hence, in
order to study the effect of the target’s strength, perforation tests on 12 mm thick Weldox 700 E
and Weldox 900 E steel plates have been carried out and compared to the results of Børvik [14] on
Weldox 460 E steel plates. Three nose shapes are considered for these tests: blunt, conical and
ogival. In the final part, numerical simulations using the explicit finite element code LS-DYNA of
the perforation problem are presented. Here, the Johnson–Cook constitutive relation and failure
criterion have been used as material model for the target plate. The results from the numerical
simulations are compared and discussed in accordance with the experimental observations. As will
be shown, the numerical model is able to describe the physical mechanisms in the perforation
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events with good accuracy. However, the experimental trend of a decrease in ballistic limit
velocity with an increase in target strength for blunt projectiles is not obtained with the numerical
models used in this study.

2. Material description

2.1. The material

High strength and ductility are assumed to be vital parameters in order to absorb energy during
structural impact [14]. Hence, an optimal combination of these two parameters is desired. Weldox
is a high-strength steel that combines its high strength with high ductility and good weldability.
This combination is obtained through controlled rolling and heat treatment processes [15]. In this
study, three different alloys of Weldox are considered. These are Weldox 460 E, Weldox 700 E
and Weldox 900 E, where the numbers indicate nominal yield strength. The three alloys differ in
their treatment. Weldox 460 E is a TM steel, and has obtained its high strength by rolling at a
particular temperature, followed by controlled cooling. Compared with normalised steel, TM
steels have a microstructure containing less pearlite. Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E are
materials in a group that go through a significant quenching and tempering process, and is termed
as QT. Fig. 1 shows the different engineering stress–strain curves from quasi-static tensile tests on
smooth cylindrical specimen for the three steels.

Table 1 gives the chemical composition of the three Weldox steels used in this study, and Fig. 2
shows the microstructure of the alloys. As seen, the microstructure between the three alloys is
rather different. Weldox 460 E has a ferrite-pearlitic structure, while Weldox 700 E and Weldox
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Fig. 1. Engineering stress–strain curve under quasi-static condition and room temperature for Weldox 460 E, Weldox

700 E and Weldox 900 E.
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900 E consist of tempered martensite. The pearlite in Weldox 460 E makes the material highly
ductile, while giving a reduction in strength. The dark pearlite lies in layers between whole grains
of ferrite, which can be seen in Fig. 2. The martensite in Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E
indicates high strength, but also high brittleness. In order to make the alloys more ductile, the
martensite has been exposed to tempering. This is a microstructure that consists of small ball-
shaped particles of iron carbide, which have been precipitated between the martensite needles.
Some of the lattice stresses due to the quenching process are released and this causes an increase in
ductility. The high strength is kept through the fine iron carbides precipitation. The iron carbides
are barely visible in Fig. 2.

2.2. Material tests

Material characterisation has been carried out for Weldox 460 E, Weldox 700 E and Weldox
900 E. The effects of strain hardening, temperature, strain rate and stress triaxiality on the
strength and ductility of the material were studied. Three types of tensile tests were carried out:
quasi-static tests with smooth and pre-notched specimens, quasi-static tests at elevated
temperatures and dynamic tests over a wide range of strain rates. All specimens were taken
parallel to the rolling direction of the steel plate. The geometry of the various specimens used in
the tests is shown in Fig. 3.

Quasi-static tensile tests for smooth and pre-notched specimens with four different notched
radii (R ¼ 4:0; 2.0, 0.8 and 0.4 mm) were performed at room temperature under a constant
deformation rate dependent on the notch radius. The strain rate was in the order of 10�3 s�1. A
purpose-built device was used to measure the reduction in cross-sectional diameter to failure using
four displacement gauges [16]. This made it possible to calculate the true stress–strain curves all
the way to fracture [17,18], and the true fracture strains for these tests were taken directly from
these curves.

Tensile tests at elevated temperatures were conducted in an Instron test machine equipped with
a temperature-controlled chamber. The materials were tested for six different temperatures
(T ¼ 20; 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500�C) with a maximum nominal strain rate of 0.8� 10�3 s�1. A
high-temperature extensometer was used to measure the longitudinal strain until necking and the
true stress–strain curves were obtained up to incipient necking only. After testing each specimen
was assembled, and the fracture diameter was measured in order to calculate the true fracture
strain [17,18].

The strain rate sensitivity of the three materials was obtained using two different experimental
techniques [19,20]. An Instron test machine was used for tensile tests at five different nominal
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Table 1

Chemical composition (weight %) of Weldox 460 E, Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E

Material C Si Mn P S B Nb Cr V Cu Ti Al Mo Ni N

W460 0.16 0.5 1.7 0.025 0.015 — 0.05 — 0.10 — 0.02 0.015 0.05 0.1 0.015

W700 0.20 0.6 1.6 0.020 0.010 0.005 0.04 0.7 0.09 0.3 0.04 0.015 0.70 2.0 0.015

W900 0.20 0.5 1.6 0.020 0.010 0.005 0.04 0.7 0.06 0.3 0.04 0.018 0.70 2.0 0.015
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strain rates (’e ¼ 10�3; 10�2, 10�1, 100 and 101 s�1). Tensile tests for higher strain rates (up to
’e ¼ 103 s�1) were conducted in a modified Split–Hopkinson bar [21]. For both cases the true
stress–strain curves were obtained up to incipient necking. Each specimen was assembled after
testing, and the fracture diameter was measured in order to calculate the true fracture strain.

2.3. Results from material tests

The results from the material tests shown in Fig. 4, indicate that all the three materials are
sensitive to stress state, temperature and to some extent the strain rate. The materials are highly
affected by the notch geometry. As the radius of the notch decreases (increasing stress triaxiality),
the stress level increases, while the ductility decreases. The ductility of Weldox 700 E and Weldox
900 E is significantly more sensitive to stress triaxiality than the ductility of Weldox 460 E.

The yield stress reduces and the ductility increases for increasing temperature. Almost the same
tendency is found for flow stresses corresponding to plastic strains higher than 0.2%. However,
the materials exhibit blue brittleness [22] in the temperature region 200–300�C. Here, the strain
hardening increases, and below this temperature region the fracture strain is not markedly
dependent on the temperature. Finally, the strain rate affects the material’s flow stress slightly,
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of the three steels.

Smooth cylindrical specimen used in: A. quasi-static tests and B. dynamic tests.

C. Notched cylindrical specimen used in quasi-static test.
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Fig. 3. Geometry and dimensions of the various specimens in mm.
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while the ductility is barely affected. However, it should be noted that in these tests there is a
considerable scatter in the experimental data.

Although the three steels have significantly different yield strengths, they exhibit similar strain
hardening, strain rate hardening and temperature softening. The sensitivity of fracture strain to
stress triaxiality is reduced with decreasing strength. Details regarding the material tests can be
found in [17,18].

2.4. Constitutive relation and fracture criterion

One important constitutive relation that is frequently used for impact analysis is the
phenomenological model proposed by Johnson and Cook [12]. The model includes linear
thermoelasticity, the von Mises yield criterion, the associated flow rule, isotropic strain
hardening, strain-rate hardening and softening due to adiabatic heating, and is valid for
metals subjected to large strains, high strain rates and high temperatures. The slightly modified
version of the model proposed by Børvik et al. [16] is adopted, and the equivalent stress is
expressed as

seq ¼ ðA þ Ben
eqÞð1 þ ’e�eqÞ

Cð1 � T�mÞ; ð1Þ

where eeq is the equivalent plastic strain. The dimensionless strain rate is given by ’e�eq ¼ ’eeq=’e0;
where ’e0 is a user-defined reference strain rate. The homologous temperature T� is defined by
T� ¼ ðT � TrÞ=ðTm � TrÞ; where T is the absolute temperature and the suffixes r and m indicate
room and melting temperatures, respectively. The model operates with five material constants: A;
B; C; n and m:

Johnson and Cook [13] also developed a failure criterion that accounts for temperature, strain
rate and strain path in addition to the triaxiality of the stress state. The model is based on damage
accumulation, and has the basic form

D ¼
XDeeq

ef
; ð2Þ

where D is the damage to a material element, Deeq is the increment of accumulated plastic strain,
and ef is the accumulated plastic strain to failure under the current conditions of stress triaxiality,
strain rate and temperature. Failure occurs when D ¼ 1; and in the finite element simulations
element erosion is used to remove elements that have reached the critical damage. The failure
strain ef is defined as

ef ¼ ðD1 þ D2 expðD3s�ÞÞð1 þ ’e�eqÞ
D4ð1 þ D5T�Þ; ð3Þ

where a modified expression for the strain rate sensitivity proposed by Børvik et al. [16] has
been applied. The stress triaxiality ratio is defined as s� ¼ sH=seq; where sH is the hydro-
static stress, and D1;y;D5 are material constants. The constitutive model is also used
for adiabatic conditions, and it is thus necessary to estimate the increase in temperature
caused by dissipation of plastic work. The temperature increment due to adiabatic heating is
calculated as

DT ¼
Z eeq

0

w
seqdeeq

rCp
; ð4Þ
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where r is the material density, Cp is the specific heat, and w is the Taylor–Quinney coefficient that
represents the proportion of plastic work converted into heat. Here, w is taken to be 0.9, which is
assumed to be a proper value for metals [16].

2.5. Identification of material constants

The modified Johnson–Cook constitutive relation defined in Eq. (1) was calibrated for the three
materials using the experimental data obtained from the tensile tests on smooth specimens. The
parameters for each phenomenon were calibrated separately. The parameter A was taken as the
yield stress corresponding to 0.2% plastic strain, s0:2: The strain-hardening parameters (B and n)
were determined using the experimental data from the quasi-static tests at room temperature
where the diameter of the minimum cross-section was measured up to fracture. The strain rate
parameter C was determined using the dynamic tensile tests, while the temperature-softening
parameter m was determined using the tensile tests at elevated temperatures. It should however be
noted that the experimental data that were used to determine C and m are only valid up to
incipient necking. Consequently, it is assumed that the effects of strain rate and temperature seen
in the pre-necking phase are representative also for higher strains.

The modified Johnson–Cook fracture criterion defined in Eq. (3) was calibrated for the three
materials using the fracture strain data calculated for each test series. The parameters for the three
effects included in the modified Johnson–Cook fracture criterion were calibrated separately in the
same manner as for the constitutive relation. The stress triaxiality parameters (D1; D2 and D3)
were determined using the quasi-static tensile tests on smooth and pre-notched specimens. As
mentioned, the fracture strains were calculated from the fracture diameter that was taken directly
from the diameter reduction measurements [17,18]. The experimental value for the stress
triaxiality was calculated as the initial maximum triaxiality ratio at the centre of the notch
according to Bridgman’s analysis [23]

s�max ¼
1

3
þ ln 1 þ

a

2R

� �
; ð5Þ

where a and R are the initial radius of the specimen’s cross-section and the notch profile radius,
respectively. Hence, constant stress triaxiality in the centre of the notch during plastic
deformation was assumed. However, research shows that the stress triaxiality in the smooth
and notched specimens varies significantly with plastic strain [25,26]. Nevertheless, this
assumption used in the calibration will give a conservative estimate on the ductility of the
material [26]. The strain rate parameter D4 was determined using the dynamic tensile tests, while
the temperature parameter D5 was determined using the tensile tests at elevated temperatures. As
mentioned, the fracture strain was for both cases calculated using the average fracture diameter
that was directly measured on the specimen after testing.

Both the constitutive relation and the fracture criterion were calibrated by minimising the sum
of squares between the model results and corresponding experimental data. The melting
temperature of the materials is taken as Tm ¼ 1800 K, while the room temperature is T0 ¼ 293 K.
The user-defined reference strain rate is taken as ’e0 ¼ 5 � 10�4 s�1: Details regarding the
calibration procedure can be found in [17,18].
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The parameters obtained for the three materials are given in Table 2. Note that the parameter
values for Weldox 460 E differ a bit from those presented in previous papers [14,16,26–28]. This is
due to the slightly different calibration method used in this study. Fig. 4 (left) compares the
constitutive model with the experimental data that were used in the calibration. It is seen that the
calibration gives satisfactory results within the given range. However, some deviations are seen
between experiments and the model for temperature softening and strain rate hardening. These
deviations are caused partly by the chosen calibration method and partly by the structure of
the constitutive model. The deviations seen for the temperature softening are mainly due to the
blue brittle effect that are not accounted for in the model.

Fig. 4 (right) compares the fracture model with the experimental data. Deviations are seen
both for the temperature effect and the strain rate effect. This is mainly due to the fact that
the model is not able to take the influence of strain ageing (or blue brittleness) on the fracture
strain into account. However, the calibrated constitutive relation and fracture criterion give, in
general, a relatively good description of the materials’ behaviour under various loading
conditions.

3. Perforation tests

3.1. Experimental set-up and programme

Ballistic perforation tests have been performed on 120-mm-thick Weldox 460 E, Weldox 700 E
and Weldox 900 E target plates impacted by cylindrical projectiles with three different nose
shapes. The tests were carried out in the compressed gas gun shown in Fig. 5 [29]. During testing,
the sabot-mounted projectiles were fired at impact velocities just below and well above the ballistic
limit of the target plate. Due to aerodynamic forces, the sabot separated immediately from the
projectile when leaving the muzzle. The sabot pieces were caught by a sabot trap located about
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Table 2

Model constants for the three materials

Material Weldox 460 E Weldox 700 E Weldox 900 E

Yield stress A (MPa) 499 859 992

Strain hardening B (MPa) 382 329 364

n 0.458 0.579 0.568

Strain rate hardening C 0.0079 0.0115 0.0087

Temperature softening m 0.893 1.071 1.131

Fracture strain D1 0.636 0.361 0.294

D2 1.936 4.768 5.149

D3 �2.969 �5.107 �5.583

D4 �0.014 �0.0013 0.0023

D5 1.014 1.333 0.951
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1.5 m from the muzzle. The projectile then travelled freely through the initial velocity
measurement station before it finally impacted the target after about 2 m of free flight.

The projectiles were manufactured from Arne tool steel with a nominal mass and diameter
of 197 g and 20 mm, respectively. In order to keep a constant mass, the length of the projectile
varied slightly depending on the nose shape. The dimensions of the projectiles are given in Fig. 6.
After machining, they were oil-hardened to a nominal Rockwell C value of about 51–53. The
projectiles were finally measured and equipped with fiducial marks for high-speed camera
measurements [29].

The target plates with a nominal thickness of 12 mm were carefully sandblasted on both
sides prior to testing. Having a free span diameter of 500 mm, the target was clamped in a
circular frame by 21 pre-stressed M16 bolts. In tests where perforation occurred, the residual
velocity of the projectile and possible plug were measured using a laser curtain before they were
captured in a rag box filled with graded plywood. Initial geometrical imperfections, thickness and
oblique of the target were measured prior to each test. Final deformations were measured in situ
after the test.

As seen, initial and final velocities were obtained from various optical measurements. In
addition, a digital high-speed camera system was used to photograph the perforation process. The
digital images made it possible to measure the impact angles and projectile velocity during
perforation. It is referred to Børvik et al. [28,29] for further details regarding the experimental set-
up and measurement techniques used during the tests.
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Fig. 5. Sketch of compressed gas gun used in the tests [26].

Fig. 6. Geometry and dimensions of the projectiles given in mm; blunt (left), conical (middle) and ogival (CRH=3)

(right).
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3.2. Experimental results

Experimental data for blunt, conical and ogival projectiles are given in Tables 3–5, respectively.
The tests with Weldox 460 E steel plates for two of the nose shapes, blunt and conical, were
conducted by Børvik et al. [14,27], and the experimental data for this alloy are therefore mainly
given for comparison. The tests with blunt-nosed projectiles for Weldox 700 E were performed in
two different batches 2–3 years apart using two different material supplies. Results showed that
the second batch had slightly higher resistance than the first batch. Test data from both batches
were used to calculate the ballistic limit velocity for Weldox 700 E. However, the two batches will
be separated in all plots and tables.

Based on each test series, the ballistic limit velocity vbl was calculated as the average between the
highest impact velocity not giving perforation and the lowest impact velocity giving complete
perforation of the target. In Fig. 7 the ballistic limit velocity is given for the three steel alloys using
the three different nose shapes. The results clearly show that the ballistic limit velocity decreases
for increasing yield strength when using blunt projectiles, while the opposite trend is seen for tests
with conical and ogival projectiles. In a same way as observed by Anderson and Danneman [10]
for aluminium, it is seen that although the yield strength between Weldox 460 E and Weldox 700
E differs by as much as 70%, the ballistic limit velocity differs only by about 10–22% depending
on the nose shape. Between Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E the difference in yield strength
is about 15%. Here, the difference in the ballistic limit is between 1% and 4% depending on the
nose shape.

Within each series the impact-residual velocity curves in Fig. 8 (left) were constructed using the
measured initial and residual velocities given in Tables 3–5. Knowing the ballistic limit velocity vbl;
the curves through the data points shown in the figures were fitted to an analytical model
originally proposed by Recht and Ipson [30]:

vr ¼ aðvp
i � v

p
blÞ

1=p; a ¼
mp

mp þ mpl
; p ¼ 2: ð6Þ

The model indicates that when no plug is punched out of the target, a ¼ 1 since mpl ¼ 0: In such
tests, a was therefore kept equal to 1 and only p was found by minimising the sum of squares
between the model and experimental data. On the other hand, in tests where a plug is generated,
mpla0 and the method of least squares was used to find a best fit of the model constants a and p to
the experimental data. For tests with blunt projectiles, perforation always occurred by plugging,
which imply that a is less than 1. In tests where conical and ogival projectiles were used,
perforation occurred by ductile hole enlargement without plugging, which means that a should
equal 1. This was the case for most tests except for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E when conical
projectiles were used. Here the projectile shattered during impact and a small plug was generated.
Hence, a is less than 1 in these particular tests. The ballistic limits obtained experimentally and the
fitted values of a and p are given in Table 6.

As depicted from Fig. 8 (left) and Table 6, it is seen that the nose shape of the projectile
significantly affects the ballistic resistance of the different target plates. The ballistic limit
velocities for conical and ogival projectiles are about equal and around 300 m/s, while the ballistic
limit velocities are well below 200 m/s for blunt projectiles. The impact-residual velocity curves for
the three different alloys using blunt and ogival projectiles seem to be rather close and parallel as
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Table 3

Experimental results with blunt projectiles for the three steel alloys

Test x vi

(m/s)

vr

(m/s)

vrpl

(m/s)

mp

(g)

mpl

(g)

POI

(mm)

j
(�)

wmax

(mm)

dtfr=dtre

(mm)

ht

(mm)

htc

(mm)

hpl

(mm)

dplfr/dplre

(mm)

hpls

(mm)

wpl

(mm)

DD

(mm)

DL

(mm)

460b-20 399.6 291.3 — 196.9 36.0 0.4R/3.1D 0.00 0.62 22.6/23.8 11.9 16.3 11.5 — — — — —

460b-01 303.5 199.7 242.3 196.6 27.6 3.1R/0.4U 0.28 1.01 20.7/20.9 12.1 16.9 11.4 21.0/21.9 6.8 5.0 1.01 0.90

460b-03 285.4 181.1 224.7 197.3 27.6 2.6R/0.5D 0.11 1.22 20.6/20.8 12.0 15.6 11.4 20.7/21.7 6.8 4.9 0.77 0.70

460b-02 244.2 132.6 187.7 196.9 28.1 2.7L/0.8D 0.17 1.22 20.4/21.2 12.1 15.1 11.6 20.7/21.7 7.3 4.4 0.50 0.53

460b-10 224.7 113.7 169.0 196.9 27.3 0.7R/3.1D —a —a 20.6/20.7 12.0 15.0 11.5 20.4/21.2 8.1 3.5 0.49 0.47

460b-04 200.4 71.4 103.7 197.0 27.8 0.2L/1.1U 0.18 2.08 20.4/20.9 12.0 14.9 11.6 20.4/21.4 8.1 3.8 0.29 0.28

460b-05 199.1 67.3 104.0 196.9 27.8 1.2L/2.8D 0.14 1.92 20.3/20.7 12.1 14.7 11.6 20.4/21.3 7.9 3.9 0.17 0.22

460b-12 189.6 43.7 71.8 196.9 27.9 1.1L/3.5D 0.11 1.98 20.4/20.8 12.1 14.9 11.8 20.4/21.3 8.0 3.9 0.19 0.28

460b-16 189.6 42.0 64.0 196.7 27.7 1.9R/0.3U 0.13 2.06 20.3/20.6 12.1 14.6 11.7 20.4/21.2 8.1 3.8 0.17 0.22

460b-13 189.2 40.1 66.8 196.7 28.0 3.5L/0.8D 0.09 1.87 20.4/20.6 12.1 14.8 11.7 20.4/21.4 8.1 3.7 0.21 0.34

460b-07 188.8 43.2 66.9 196.9 27.8 1.8R/1.9D 0.22 2.32 20.4/20.7 12.1 15.2 11.7 20.6/21,3 8.0 4.0 0.19 0.27

460b-05 184.3 30.8 45.3 196.8 27.8 1.9L/4.1U 0.17 2.04 20.4/20.6 12.1 14.7 11.7 20.5/21.3 8.2 3.7 0.17 0.20

460b-17 184.8 0.0 0.0 —a —a —a —a 2.59 20.2/— —a —a —a —a —a —a 0.17 0.00

460b-09 181.5 0.0 0.0 196.7 — 0.7L/1.0U 0.13 2.92 20.2/— 12.1 5.5b — — — — 0.11 0.24

460b-11 179.4 0.0 0.0 196.8 — 0.5R/1.1U 0.13 2.81 20.1/— 12.0 5.3b — — — — 0.16 0.13

460b-14 177.3 0.0 0.0 197.0 3.5R/1.0U 0.15 2.95 20.2/— 12.1 5.1b — — — — 0.15 0.13

460b-08 173.7 0.0 0.0 196.1 — 0.6U 0.19 2.93 20.2/— 12.1 4.6b — — — — 0.14 0.22

700b-10 356.7 228.0 274.0 195.0 28.5 3.2L/0.2U 0.20 1.33 22.0/21.6 12.1 18.3 11.7 20.9/19.7 10.4 1.2 —c —c

700b-02 305.9 195.0 216.0 196.5 28.7 3.0R 0.20 1.04 21.3/20.9 12.1 17.9 11.8 20.8/20.1 10.5 1.3 1.24 3.27

700b-05d 294.1 192.1 231.2 196.8 25.3 2.3U/4.3L 0.22 0.47 20.9/20.4 11.9 16.5 11.7 20.2/19.3 10.1 1.6 0.69 0.89

700b-01 249.4 141.0 157.0 196.5 28.2 1.5L/2.3U 0.18 0.79 20.8/21.0 12.1 16.1 11.9 20.3/19.6 10.6 1.3 0.67 2.59

700b-01d 235.3 143.3 148.1 196.7 26.8 1D/2.5L 0.31 0.51 20.6/20.3 11.9 16.0 11.6 20.4/19.3 10.7 0.9 0.41 0.50

700b-03 200.4 92.0 115.1 196.6 28.4 3.5R 0.18 1.20 20.5/20.0 12.1 15.9 11.9 20.2/19.4 10.6 1.3 0.26 20.8

700b-02d 194.1 96.0 107.9 196.9 27.2 6.8U/9.7L 0.15 0.69 20.4/20.2 11.9 14.8 11.8 20.4/19.8 10.2 1.7 0.22 0.37

700b-03d 186.3 87.5 102.5 196.8 28.2 1.4D/6L 0.00 0.62 20.5/20.5 11.9 15.1 11.7 20.3/20.1 10.3 1.4 0.21 0.39

700b-04d 182.2 85.4 96.7 196.8 28.1 2.7U/3.6L 0.13 0.71 20.3/20.2 11.9 14.9 11.7 20.3/20.2 10.4 1.3 0.18 0.36

700b-07d 178.4 75.8 79.0 196.8 27.6 0.7U/2.4R 0.00 0.87 20.4/20.3 11.9 14.9 11.7 20.4/20.0 10.5 1.2 0.19 0.23
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700b-04 176.8 47.0 63.1 196.4 28.5 0.5R/0.5U 0.12 1.03 20.4/20.2 12.1 15.9 11.9 20.4/20.1 11.0 0.9 0.07 0.35

700b-06 176.3 22.0 15.0 196.5 28.8 0.5L/1.0D 0.14 1.08 20.3/20.3 12.1 15.1 12.0 21.6/21.4 10.9 1.0 0.05 0.43

700b-05 174.1 0.0 70.7 196.4 28.7 1.7D 0.31 —e —e 12.1 —e 12.0 20.2/19.4 11.0 1.0 —e —e

700b-07 171.2 20.0 40.0 196.4 28.7 3.0R/1.0D 0.14 1.05 20.5/20.2 12.1 14.6 11.9 20.3/19.1 11.1 0.8 0.11 0.38

700b-0d 170.8 79.0 —a 196.9 28.8 4.7D/0.9R 0.18 0.97 20.6/20.7 12.2 15.8 11.3 20.7/19.7 10.1 1.8 0.14 0.22

700b-09 165.1 0.0 0.0 196.2 — 0.8L/0.4U 0.23 1.76 20.3/— 12.2 3.3b — — — 0.08 0.44

700b-08 161.0 0.0 0.0 196.4 — 0.5L/0.3D 0.59 2.04 20.5/— 12.1 2.5b — — — — 0.10 2.03

700b-11d 160.6 0.0 —a 196.8 28.6 4.3D/1.5R 0.26 1.00 20.5/20.7 12.0 15.4 11.8 20.7/19.9 10.9 0.9 0.16 0.24

700b-10d 159.5 0.0 0.0 196.6 — 1.8U/0.7L 0.00 7.59 20.5/— 12.1 — — — — — 0.13 0.11

700b-09d 159.2 0.0 0.0 197.0 — 3.3U/2.8R 0.40 8.24 20.4/— 12.1 — — — 0.12 0.11

700b-06d 152.4 0.0 0.0 197.0 — 0.7U/0.4R 0.27 5.90 20.5/— 11.9 — — — — — 0.10 0.40

900b-07f,g 359.6 —a 139.3 195.0 43.3 6.0L/3.5U 0.48 1.81 27.1/27.0 12.0 15.1 11.8 25.9/23.2 10.4 1.3 —f —f

900b-02 307.4 193.0 248.0 196.3 28.4 1.8R/0.8U 0.15 0.66 21.2/20.6 12.0 17.2 11.8 20.8/18.9 10.8 1.0 0.98 1.65

900b-03 246.0 140.6 175.0 196.2 28.4 0.1R/1.6D 0.20 0.78 21.0/20.6 12.1 16.2 11.8 20.4/18.6 10.9 0.9 0.56 1.00

900b-01 202.1 95.0 123.0 197.0 28.7 0.5R/0.1U 0.06 0.86 20.6/20.3 12.0 15.6 11.8 20.4/18.6 11.0 0.8 0.42 2.44

900b-04 172.2 54.0 73.0 194.8 29.1 2.4L/0.8U 0.19 1.04 20.5/20.7 12.0 14.7 12.0 20.1/19.3 11.3 0.7 0.09 0.38

900b-06 165.1 —a 25.3 194.9 29.4 0.6L/3.5D 0.00 1.19 20.6/20.7 12.0 15.1 12.0 20.1/19.7 11.3 0.7 0.15 0.50

900b-05 156.8 0.0 0.0 194.8 — 0.7L/0.2U 0.20 1.47 19.2/20.4 12.1 3.1b — — — — 0.00 0.29

POI: point of impact (U=up, D=down, R=right and L=left).
a Measurement not available.
b Projectile indentation.
c Projectile lost in rag box.
d Tests performed in a previous batch where a different material supply has been used (batch 1).
e Projectile embedded in target.
f The projectile shatters during impact.
g Due to unreliable results, the test is excluded in calculations.
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Table 4

Experimental results with conical projectiles for the three steel alloys

Test x vi

(m/s)

vr

(m/s)

vrpl

(m/s)

mp

(g)

mpl

(g)

POI

(mm)

j
(�)

wmax

(mm)

dtfr=dtre

(mm)

ht

(mm)

htc

(mm)

hpl

(mm)

dplfr/dplre

(mm)

hpls

(mm)

wpl

(mm)

DD

(mm)

DL

(mm)

460c-07 405.7 312.0 — 196.3 — 0.5R/1.5U 0.42 1.7 20.8/19.6 12.3 30.2 — — — — 0.01 0.19

460c-04 355.6 232.3 — 196.7 — 4.8R/3.9D 0.43 2.0 20.6/19.6 12.1 28.6 — — — — 0.02 0.05

460c-02 317.9 155.8 — 196.7 — 13.3R/0.7U 0.15 2.8 20.2/19.8 12.4 29.7 — — — — 0.02 0.01

460c-06 300.3 110.3 — 196.7 — 4.8R/1.4U 0.10 3.2 21.4/19.8 12.3 28.4 — — — — 0.03 0.02

460c-05 280.9 0.0 — 196.5 — 6.8R/2.0U 0.20 — 20.6/20.3 12.2 — — — — — 0.02 0.04

460c-01 248.7 0.0 — 196.7 — 2.6L/3.6D 0.14 4.1 20.2/11.6 12.3 24.8 — — — — 0.06 0.02

460c-03 206.9 0.0 — 196.6 — 2.8R/2.7D 0.19 2.7 19.3/8.1 12.1 23.4 — — — — 0.01 0.01

700c-03a 370.2 177.01b —c 196.2 8.0 1.6R/0.5D 0.25 3.8 21.2/20.3 12.2 22.3 8.0 13.8/13.9 6.8 1.3 0.17 14.32

700c-04a 346.6 122.0b —c 196.4 7.0 4.7L/2.1D 0.10 4.1 20.1/19.3 12.1 23.7 8.6 13.5/11.5 6.3 2.3 0.24 14.12

700c-04a 323.4 0.0 —c 196.4 3.7 3.5L/0.1D 0.14 4.5 —d 12.1 —d —e —e —e —e —d —d

700c-01a 304.9 0.0 —c 196.3 7.5 0.8L/2.0D 0.17 4.3 —d 12.2 —d 9.7 12.4/15.4 6.4 3.3 —d —d

700c-02a 277.9 0.0 —c 196.2 4.8 5.2R/6.4D 0.51 4.2 19.7/10.1 12.1 20.3 —e —e —e —e 0.00 4.63

900c-01a 365.3 85.0b —c 196.1 10.3 0.2R/1.1U 0.04 3.3 20.1/19.6 12.0 21.5 —e 14.3/14.2 7.7 0.1 0.16 15.73

900c-04a 352.4 —c 77.3b 196.1 4.8 0.5R/1.1D 0.33 3.8 21.2/19.6 12.0 23.6 9.4 10.0/8.9 8.9 0.5 0.24 13.31

900c-03a 330.9 0.0 286.0 196.2 6.7 4.4R/1.4D 0.16 4.9 —d 12.0 —d 8.9 11.4/10.4 8.8 0.0 —d —d

900c-05a 327.8 0.0 93.0b 196.4 8.5 2.1U 0.27 4.6 —d 12.0 —d 9.7 12.5/12.0 9.2 0.4 —d —d

900c-02a 302.5 0.0 228.0b 196.0 11.5 0.3R/6.8U 0.58 3.0 20.5/15.0 12.1 18.1 10.4 14.0/13.3 9.7 0.7 0.23 14.72

POI: point of impact (U=up, D=down, R=right and L=left).
a The projectile shatters during impact.
b Assumed values taken from oscilloscope or the high-speed camera.
c Measurement not available.
d Projectile embedded in target.
e Too difficult to measure accurately.
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Table 5

Experimental results with ogival projectiles for the three steel alloys

Test x vi

(m/s)

vr

(m/s)

vrpl

(m/s)

mp

(g)

mpl

(g)

POIa

(mm)

j
(�)

wmax

(mm)

dtfr=dtre

(mm)

ht

(mm)

htc

(mm)

hpl

(mm)

dplfr/dplre

(mm)

hpls

(mm)

wpl

(mm)

DD

(mm)

DL

(mm)

460o-05 365.0 239.9 — 196.3 — — — 3.9 19.6/19.2 12.1 28.6 — — — — 0.00 0.00

460o-07 346.6 193.3 — 196.3 — — — 3.7 19.6/18.7 12.1 28.2 — — — — 0.02 0.00

460o-06 324.6 160.3 — 196.1 — — — 4.0 20.1/19.2 12.1 27.7 — — — — 0.01 0.06

460o-01 298.2 91.2 — 196.7 — — — 4.9 19.8/19.3 12.1 27.7 — — — — 0.01 0.06

460o-04 293.5 0.0 — 196.4 — — — 4.3 — 11.9 — — — — — 0.01 —d

460o-03 274.0 0.0 — 196.3 — — — 5.7 — 12.1 — — — — — 0.01 —d

700o-06 366.2c 174.9 — 196.4 — — — 3.2 20.6/19.2 12.2 23.1 — — — — 0.01 0.32

700o-08 354.7c 159.7 — 196.4 — — — 3.6 19.5/19.0 12.2 23.8 — — — — —e —e

700o-07 333.5 99.4 — 196.4 — — — 4.0 20.0/18.4 12.2 22.5 — — — — 0.00 —

700o-03 321.1 63.5c — 196.6 — — — 4.4 20.0/19.4 12.2 23.5 — — — — 0.00 0.11

700o-05 315.0 0.0 — 196.5 — — — 5.2 — 12.3 — — — — — —d —d

700o-04 309.9 0.0 — 196.5 — — — 5.2 — 12.2 — — — — — —d —d

700o-02 307.3 0.0 — 196.3 — — — 5.1 — 12.2 — — — — — —d —d

700o-01 299.7 0.0 — 196.2 — — — 3.8 — 12.2 — — — — — —d —d

900o-01 351.0 165.0 — 196.6 — — — 3.1 —/20.2 12.1 23.8 — — — — 0.02 0.32

900o-06 335.0 115.9c — 196.3 — — — 3.3 19.5/19.6 12.1 26.0 — — — — 0.00 1.01

900o-08b 330.5 132.4 — 196.4 — — — 1.9 20.2/19.9 12.2 20.2 — — — — 0.00 4.69

900o-04 330.4 105.2 — 196.5 — — — 3.6 19.6/19.0 12.2 25.7 — — — — 0.00 0.52

900o-09 323.5 82.9 — 196.4 — — — 3.9 20.0/19.3 12.2 24.0 — — — — 0.02 0.26

900o-07 320.8 0.0 — 196.2 — — — 5.0 — 12.1 — — — — — —d —d

900o-05 319.3 0.0 — 196.3 — — — 4.7 — 12.1 — — — — — —d —d

900o-10 313.4 0.0 — 196.4 — — — 5.2 — 12.2 — — — — — —d —d

900o-03 310.6 0.0 — 196.4 — — — 3.1 — 12.1 — — — — — —d —d

900o-02 293.1 0.0 — 196.5 — — — 2.8 — 12.1 — — — — — —d —d

POI: point of impact (U=up, D=down, R=right and L=left).
a Due to wrecked collimated laser, the oblique and therefore also the POI could not be measured.
b The projectile shatters during impact, and due to unreliable results the test is excluded in calculations.
c Assumed values taken firom the oscilloscope or the camera.
d Projectile embedded in target.
e Projectile missing.
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the impact velocity becomes high compared to the respective ballistic limits, independent of initial
material strength. This observation illustrates that material strength is of most importance at
impact velocities close to the targets ballistic limit. For conical projectiles, on the other hand, the
distance between the curves seems to increase with increasing impact velocity. The obvious reason
for this is that the conical projectiles fractured during impact for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E
plates, while only very limited plastic deformations were observed in blunt and ogival projectiles
after perforation. It should finally be noticed that for blunt projectiles, the residual velocity curve
for Weldox 460 E exceeds the curves for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E at the highest impact
velocities. This indicates that even though the resistance is higher for Weldox 460 E than for the
other two at impact velocities close to the ballistic limit, the situation is opposite at higher
velocities. A similar behaviour is seen between Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E for ogival
projectiles.

The total amount of projectile kinetic energy converted into projectile and target work during
impact can easily be calculated from the measured values in Tables 3–5, and this is also shown in
Fig. 8 (right). The solid lines through the data points are the projectile kinetic energy converted
into work, which has been calculated using the initial versus residual velocity curves obtained
from the Recht–Ipson model. For blunt projectiles DK seems to increase continuously with
increasing initial projectile velocity. For conical and ogival projectiles, DK decreases from a local
maximum. The curves for these two nose shapes seem to decrease towards a local minimum before
the curves may rise again. The drop in DK is less distinct for conical than for ogival projectiles.
Blunt projectiles are found to perforate Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E steel targets with least
energy consumption up to a velocity of approximately 250 m/s. For higher impact velocities,
Weldox 460 E is the least efficient material within the experimental limitations of this study. For
conical and ogival projectiles, Weldox 460 E is always found to be the easiest material to
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perforate. This is due to the change in failure mode when going from blunt to pointed projectile
nose shapes.

The global target deformation for tests close to the ballistic limit is shown in Fig. 9. The
deformation for conical and ogival projectiles is almost the same regardless of the target strength.
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For blunt projectiles, however, the deformation is much less for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E,
than for Weldox 460 E. It should be kept in mind that the global deformation of the target reaches
a maximum at impact velocities close to the ballistic limit velocity. As the projectile velocity
continues to increase, the global target deformation decreases [1].

The reason for these different trends for each nose shape may be explained by studying the
failure mode for each series. In Fig. 10, typical images from the high-speed camera are shown for
tests conducted on the three steels using blunt projectiles. In these tests, the impact velocity is close
to the ballistic capacity of the target, and the global deformation and the following rebound of the
target can be seen. The images show that blunt projectiles cause failure by plugging due to shear
localisation. The mass of the plug is nearly the same for the three alloys, but the appearance of the
shear zone is somewhat different. The shear zone area is almost smooth for Weldox 460 E, while it
is jagged for the two other materials, as seen in Fig. 11. The reason for this is for the time being
not clear.

High-speed camera images of tests with conical projectiles at impact velocities close to the
ballistic limit are given in Fig. 12. The images show that the tip of the nose shattered during
impact for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E. This problem occurred in all tests conducted for
these two materials, but was not observed in any of the tests using the same projectile and Weldox
460 E plates. Final shapes of the projectiles shown in the images in Fig. 12 are shown in Fig. 13.
As seen, the nose shape of the projectile changes from conical to a shape similar to hemispherical.
Hence, the perforation behaviour and failure mode may have been affected by this change in
geometry. The change of the nose shape results in ejection of a small plug from the rear side of the
target as seen in Fig. 12. Such plugs were not observed in any of the tests on the Weldox 460 E
[27]. It should also be noted that several of the frontal petals were teared off during impact for
some of the tests on Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E, while this was not seen in any of the tests
for Weldox 460 E target [27].

Fig. 14 shows high-speed camera images of tests with ogival-nosed projectiles at impact
velocities close to the ballistic limit. The images show that ogival projectile perforates the target
without any shattering, and Fig. 15 shows that corresponding projectiles are hardly deformed
after testing. For Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E, the impact of the target caused spalling of the
petals on the front side of the target during perforation. This can be seen in Fig. 14 for Weldox
900 E. This was, however, not observed for Weldox 460 E. Note that the pitch angle prior to
impact was measured in each test for all series using the high-speed camera images. It was found
that for most tests the pitch angle was around 1–2�, except for some few tests where the angle was
as high as 3–4�.
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Table 6

Experimentally obtained ballistic limit velocities and curves

Weldox 460E Weldox 700 E Weldox 900 E

Projectile a p vbl (m/s) a p vbl (m/s) a p vbl (m/s)

Blunt 0.79 2.24 184.5 0.70 2.55 168.0 0.70 2.34 161.0

Conical 1.00 2.37 290.6 0.72 3.19 335.0 0.47 4.31 340.1

Ogival 1.00 2.35 295.9 1.00 2.02 318.1 1.00 2.44 322.2
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While blunt projectiles cause failure by plugging, both conical and ogival projectiles perforate
the target by ductile hole enlargement, i.e. the material in front of the moving projectile is pushed
aside. When the strength of the material increases, a pointed projectile will have to do more work
in order to push the material aside. Hence, it seems reasonable that the ballistic limit will increase
with increasing target strength using conical or ogival projectiles, since the penetration of the
target is mainly controlled by plastic flow. As seen in Fig. 7, the ballistic limit for the ogival
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Fig. 9. Target deformation with respect to the nose shape of the projectile for each target strength (left) and with

respect to the strength of the target for each projectile’s nose shape (right).
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projectile is very close to the conical projectile. However, the conical-nosed projectiles required
somewhat more energy to perforate the targets than the ogival-nosed projectiles. For Weldox 460
E, where no shattering of the conical nose occurred, the ballistic limit is practically the same.
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Fig. 11. Blunt-nosed projectiles and plugs from tests at impact velocities close to their respective ballistic limits.
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Nevertheless, it is uncertain how much the shattering of the conical-nosed projectiles influenced
the results for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E.

When a blunt projectile hits the target, the material in front of the projectile accelerates, while
the rest of target is relatively stationary. Hence, the deformation localises in narrow shear bands
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under adiabatic conditions where the shear strain, shear strain rate and temperature may locally
be very high. According to Bai and Dodd [31], these shear bands may either consist of just
deformed material or transformed material depending on the temperature that was reached in this
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local area. Deformation bands are regarded as zones of intense plastic shear only, whereas
transformation bands are zones of intense shear in which a phase transformation has occurred.
When the local temperature reaches about 720�C, the material will undergo a phase
transformation. In impact problems involving steel targets, temperatures of this order is
produced in micro- or milliseconds, before the band is quenched by the surrounding material.
Micrographs of these shear bands are taken for each alloy as shown in Fig. 16. In the chosen tests,
the impact velocity was just below the ballistic limit. For Weldox 460 E it is seen that along the
shear band the material is only deformed, while the two other alloys show that a phase
transformation has occurred. This observation may explain why the ballistic limit decreases for
increasing strength. The transformed shear bands have, due to the high temperature, been
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transformed from being tempered martensite to austenite before it is quenched to martensite. The
large deformation during these transformations cause a very fine-grain structure in the bands. The
transformed adiabatic shear bands are caused by very strong strain localisation, indicating a
reduced perforation resistance in the plate. Further, it was found that the shear band for Weldox
700 E has a width varying from 8 to 12mm, while the shear band for Weldox 900 E varied from 4
to 10mm along the depth of the band. Since the width of Weldox 900 E is smaller than Weldox
700 E, it seems reasonable that it requires less energy to perforate Weldox 900 E than Weldox
700 E.

A metallurgical study of Weldox 460 E [32] showed that transformed adiabatic shear bands
did not occur for target thicknesses less than 20 mm. The width of the shear band in the
most intense zone of the 20-mm-thick plate was about 10–12mm. Comparing this band with
the bands for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E, it is seen that for higher strength the band
becomes less diffuse at the boundaries, more prominent and also narrower. This also shows
that both the thickness and the strength may promote the formation of transformed adiabatic
shear band.

4. Numerical simulations

4.1. Numerical models

The impact tests for blunt- and conical-nosed projectiles were analysed in the explicit non-linear
FEM code LS-DYNA [33]. In the present simulations, the main focus will be on the
determination of the ballistic limit velocity versus target strength to see if the numerical model
is able to capture the physical phenomena observed experimentally.

In all simulations, the target was modelled using the modified Johnson–Cook constitutive
relation and the modified Johnson–Cook fracture criterion described in Section 2.4. Material
constants for the different alloys are given in Table 2. Other relevant material constants that are
needed for the target are given in Table 7. The modified Johnson–Cook model was implemented
as a user-defined material model in LS-DYNA version 970 [18]. In addition to the fracture
criterion by Johnson–Cook (see Section 2.4), a critical value of the homologous temperature ðT�

crÞ
was implemented as a criterion for element erosion. The critical value for the temperature cut-off
was chosen equal to 0.9 in all simulations, indicating a maximum temperature of 1649 K (1376�C)
before the element is eroded. The temperature-based fracture criterion is included to avoid
numerical problems in severely distorted elements. A fixed element mesh was used in all
simulations of targets impacted by blunt projectiles. For conical projectiles, which perforates the
target by ductile hole enlargement, previous research by Børvik et al. [34] showed that numerical
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Table 7

Relevant material constants needed in the target’s material model

E (Gpa) n r (kg/m3) Cp (J/kgK) w a (K�1) T0 (K) Tr (K) Tm (K) e0 (s�1)

210 0.33 7850 452 0.9 1.2� 10�5 293 293 1800 5.0� 10�4
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problems occurred when using a fixed mesh. This could be avoided by using adaptive meshing,
and Børvik et al. [34] implemented some special features in LS-DYNA to make the adaptive
algorithm applicable for ballistic penetration involving fracture. Hence, this method was used in
simulations with conical projectiles. A detailed description of this approach can be found in [34].
The temperature-based fracture criterion was not used in the study of conical projectiles. The
projectile of hardened tool steel was modelled as a bilinear elastic–plastic von Mises material with
isotropic hardening without fracture using Material Type 3 in LS-DYNA [33]. The material
constants are given in Table 8 [16].

The geometry of the targets and projectiles is identical to that used in the experimental
set-up. The circular target plates have a nominal thickness of 12 mm and a diameter of
500 mm and are fully clamped at the support. The projectiles have a nominal mass and
diameter of 197 g and 20 mm, respectively, while the different lengths are given in Fig. 6.
The elements are 4-node axisymmetric with one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass
control. The perforation problems involving shear localisation and plugging are highly
mesh sensitive. However, it has been found that this mesh dependence is not pathological [34]
and the numerical solution seems to converge monotonically towards a limit solution
when the number of elements over the target thickness become sufficiently large. It is thus
assumed that the numerical simulation will converge when the element size is of the same
order as the width of the adiabatic shear band. In the experimental study, it was seen that this
width varies from 4 to 12mm. A mesh-sensitive study was performed where the number of
elements were varied from 30 to 240 elements over the target thickness [18], indicating an initial
element size of about 50mm as the minimum size. The study confirmed the high mesh dependency,
and with the given results the numerical solution seemed to converge slowly towards a limit.
Further, it was found that with today’s computer capacity it is unrealistic to have finer meshes
than 120 elements over the target thickness (an initial element size of about 100mm) in order to
obtain the ballistic limit velocity. A much coarser mesh was chosen for analyses with conical
projectile, since it is assumed that the mesh size sensitivity is more distinct in simulations with
blunt projectiles involving strain localisation and shear banding. Hence, 30 elements over the
target thickness were chosen for these tests. Since it is the target and not the projectile that has
been investigated in this studied, the mesh in the projectile was chosen much coarser than the
mesh in the target.

In the simulations, the projectile was given an initial velocity identical to the one used in a
corresponding experiment and the residual velocity of the projectile was registered. From this,
the ballistic limit velocity vbl was estimated based on 6–8 runs using the analytical model by
Recht–Ipson in Eq. (6). The method of least squares was used to fit the model constants a; p and
vbl to the simulated residual projectile velocities. These values are given in Table 9.
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Table 8

Material constants for hardened projectile

E (Gpa) n r (kg/m3) s0 (Mpa) Et (Mpa)

204 0.33 7850 1900 15,000
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4.2. Numerical results

The initial versus residual velocity curves are given in Fig. 17, where the numerical results are
compared to the experimental results for each material and projectile type. Some deviations are
seen between the experimental and numerical results for impact velocities close to the ballistic
limit velocity. However, at impact velocities well above the ballistic limit, reasonable agreement
with the experimental results are generally obtained. The deviations close to the ballistic limit
velocity are larger for blunt projectiles than for conical projectiles (except for Weldox 460 E). For
blunt projectiles, the deviation between the experimental and numerical value of the ballistic limit
velocity seems to increase for increasing material strength. The largest deviation for conical
projectiles is for Weldox 460 E, while for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E the ballistic limit
velocities are almost identical to the experimental results. However, in tests using conical
projectiles, the nose tip shattered during impact, and the amount of damage increased with impact
velocity. Therefore, the estimated impact-residual velocity curves are not reliable for these
experiments. The fracture of the nose-tip could not be obtained in the numerical simulations due
to the choice of material model for the projectile. This is the main reason for the severe deviation
between experimental and numerical results at the highest impact velocities for Weldox 700 E and
Weldox 900 E using conical-nosed projectiles.

The ballistic limit velocities versus material strength are given in Fig. 18. It is seen that
the numerical model predicts the behaviour for conical projectiles with good accuracy. Here,
the ballistic limit velocity increases for increasing material strength and the numerical predictions
for all the three alloys are slightly conservative. For blunt projectiles, on the other hand, the
chosen numerical model could not predict the decrease in ballistic limit velocity for increasing
strength. A good estimate of the ballistic limit velocity is seen for Weldox 460 E, but then the
ballistic limit velocity increases for increasing strength. The obvious reason for this seems to be the
change in strain localisation, going from deformed to transformed adiabatic shear bands, when
the target strength increases (see Fig. 16). Since the width of the transformed shear bands is much
smaller than the smallest element size used in the numerical model, it is not surprising that the
simulations are not able to capture the drop in ballistics limit velocity with increasing target
strength.

Some details from the simulations will be given in the following. In Fig. 19, high-speed camera
images from test 900b-03 are presented, where the impact velocity was 246 m/s. These high-speed
camera images are compared with numerical results at identical times. The plots of the target are
shown as fringes of effective plastic strain, where the darkest areas indicate a plastic strain above
2. Although the residual velocities of the projectile and the plug were not accurately predicted
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Table 9

Numerically obtained ballistic limit velocities and curves

Weldox 460 E Weldox 700 E Weldox 900 E

Projectile a p vbl (m/s) a p vbl (m/s) a p vbl (m/s)

Blunt 0.78 2.82 190.0 0.77 2.78 211.7 0.77 2.42 214.9

Conical 0.96 2.31 272.4 1.00 2.14 329.5 1.00 1.80 330.9
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(experimental: vr ¼ 140:6 m/s and vrpl ¼ 175:0 m/s and numerical: vr ¼ 113:9 m/s and
vrpl ¼ 143:6 m/s), the overall physical behaviour of the structure seems to be well described.
The high-speed camera images show that at time 32ms the projectile has penetrated and a bulge
becomes visible on the rear side of the target. At 40ms, fracture seems to have initiated on the rear
side of the target. Finally, at 120 ms the plug is completely released from the target. All these
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Fig. 17. Initial velocity versus residual velocity for blunt nose (left) and conical nose (right) with respect to the

material’s strength: comparison between experimental and numerical results.
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physical observations were captured in the numerical analysis, which shows that at 56ms total
fracture has occurred. Further the numerical results clearly show the localised plastic zone.
The deformation mainly develops in a narrow and almost horizontal zone in the target. Outside
the localised area, only small deformations are observed. Fig. 20 shows typical plug shapes for
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the three alloys. These images are taken for impact velocities just above the ballistic limit velocity.
The numerical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental observations, and the
plug shape for Weldox 460 E differs from the plug shapes for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E.
The diameter of the rear side of the plug compared with the front side of the plug is slightly larger
for Weldox 460 E, while it is smaller for Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E. Further the height of
the plug (hpl) increases for increasing target strength, which is also in agreement with the
experimental results.

A close-up of the conical projectile perforating a Weldox 460 E target plate is shown in Fig. 21,
given as fringes of effective plastic strain. It is seen that the plastic strain accumulates around the
nose tip. High-speed camera images from a corresponding test (test 460c-06) with identical impact
velocity are also given in Fig. 12 for comparison. It is seen that qualitatively good agreement is
obtained between the simulation and the experiment, and that the physical behaviour of the
perforation process in simulations using adaptive meshing is captured.

5. Concluding remarks

Impact tests have been performed for 12-mm-thick steel plates with blunt-, conical- and ogival-
nosed projectiles where the effect of target hardness was studied. The three target materials were
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Weldox 460 E, Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E. Material tests were performed to determine the
material constants for the modified Johnson–Cook constitutive relation and fracture criterion,
which was finally used in non-linear finite element simulations of the experimental tests. Based on
the experimental observations and numerical analyses, the following main conclusion can be
drawn:

– In tests using blunt projectiles, the ballistic limit velocity decreases for increasing yield strength,
while the opposite trend is found in tests with conical and ogival projectiles.

– Perforation with conical and ogival projectiles cause failure by ductile hole enlargement, which
requires more energy when the strength of the target increases.

– Blunt projectiles cause failure by plugging. The decrease in ballistic limit for increasing target
strength using blunt projectiles occurs due to the occurrence of highly localised transformed
adiabatic shear bands in Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E, while less localised deformed
adiabatic shear bands are found in Weldox 460 E plates.

– The ballistic limit velocity of the target is severely affected by the nose shape of the projectile.
Conical and ogival projectiles give ballistic limit velocities in the order of 300 m/s, while the
ballistic limit velocities are well below 200 m/s for blunt projectiles.

– Tests on Weldox 700 E and Weldox 900 E targets with conical-nosed projectiles resulted in
shattering of the projectile during penetration, which may have affected the ballistic limit for
these two materials.

– Although there are large differences between the yield strengths of the targets, the difference
between the ballistic limits are not significant for similar projectile nose shapes.

– The physical mechanisms in the perforation event found in the experimental tests for both blunt
and conical projectiles are captured in the numerical simulations.

– The experimental trend of the decrease in ballistic limit velocity with the increase in target
strength for blunt projectiles could not be predicted using the numerical models presented in
this paper. The predictions of the ballistic limit velocity become non-conservative.

– The experimental observation of an increase in ballistic limit velocity with an increase in target
strength for conical projectiles is well predicted by LS-DYNA. The numerical results give a
conservative estimate of the ballistic limit velocity.
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